Trump boils over on day of healing

MOBILE SHELTER  | Those who rent RVs to homeless people have operated in a secretive, underground market. But Seattle is proposing new regulations to stop it.

Richard Winn bought the 1984 “Exquisite” model RV, now parked in Bellevue, for $275 or auction. When says he has been in the “vehicle ranching” business but no longer requires people to pay him to stay in the RVs.

Winn said he has been in the business for 20 years. “The homeless, you know, they take whatever they can do their dogs around the city and put their waste in a bag. And sometimes Winn disabled the power, because his tenants might drive away. All of his units were RVs, scattered along the side of his property.

Four years into Seattle and King County’s declared state of emergency on homelessness, RVs doubling as homes are a familiar, modern homelessness. “If I’m helping someone out, that’s OK,” said Winn, who himself has lived in a motor home.

Almost all those running more to the left than his district header.

The two top primary vote-getters are running for president and have been particularly harsh in their criticism of Trump after the two presidential visits with victims, law enforcement and hospital workers.

Trump himself finished the day chanting “we won.” Critics, he again assailed them. Trump himself finished the day chanting “we won.” But Morales, endorsed by Democratic Party groups, led with 47% of the vote. Blackman, winner of the Green Party vote, led with 34% of the vote. Seattle City Council primary elections that may not be answered for months. Some winners, some losers and some questions.
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